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ABSTRACT
Peking opera is an art form that combines music, singing, dancing, acting, and
acrobatics. The skill necessary for performance is shown through the vigorous training
required of the actors that portray characters on stage. A study of Peking opera’s history
allows a better understanding of the developments and changes that have occurred to
make Peking opera what it is today. Peking opera’s costuming and makeup, stylized
movements, and stage presence set it apart from other Chinese art forms and operas that
one could see around the world today. One major development of Peking opera occurred
during the Cultural Revolution (1966-76). These works are called model operas. These
operas use elements of Peking opera fused with elements from Western opera. One opera
in particular. The Red Lantern, was one of the eight model operas. A study of what made
this opera fitting for the pro-Communist ideals ofthe day allows audiences to appreciate
the work more. Finally, a comparison of model opera to Italian opera from the nineteenth
century shows that although these genres were two centuries apart, there are similarities
and differences that link them together, aurally, visually, and psychologically.
There are many similarities and differences between Western opera and Peking
opera and. Western opera and model operas. What is necessary to know in order for
audience members with an appreciation of Western opera to understand and appreciate
both Peking opera and model operas? For a Western opera aficionado, it is easier to
understand model operas because of their parallel ideals of realism and everyday settings
and plots. It is more difficult to understand Peking opera because of the stylization
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Chapter 1 Introduction
In order to appreciate different cultures, it is important to know something about
their music. Americans are knowledgeable about Western music because of our close ties
with music from Europe. Many people know (or at least have heard of) the great
Classical composers, such as J.S. Bach, Wolfgang Mozart, Frederic Chopin, and Claude
Debussy. Although these composers come from different European countries, their music
can be heard readily today. One type of music from Europe that is currently popular
around the world is opera. Operas in Italian, French, and German can be heard in opera
houses everywhere.
One type of opera that is rarely heard in America is Chinese opera. It is aurally
very different from what Americans are used to hearing. The long and complex history of
Chinese opera will be traced in Chapter 2. This study will focus on two later phases of its
development. First, traditional Peking opera, which came into being in the late 18^
century and has remained largely unchanged since then. And second, the so-called
“model operas,” which were created during Mao’s cultural revolution, and which exhibit
strong influences from Western operatic tractions.
With its roots in traditional Chinese art forms (including theatre, opera, and
literature) Peking opera it can seem very foreign to people who are not familiar with
these aspects of its origin. Peking opera is a unique art form that combines instrumental
music, singing, acting, and acrobatics. It has grown from an art form that was viewed
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only by the wealthy of China to one that all Chinese people can view and are very proud
to call their own. Many have deemed it the “national opera of China.”
One word that accurately describes traditional Peking opera is “stylized.”
Everything that happens on stage is carefully thought out so that it emphasizes the
personality of the characters and helps the flow of the plot. When viewing a Peking
opera, the audience is separated from the stage not only by seating but also through
gestures, tone of voice, and appearance. These opera productions take the audience on a
trip to another time and place that one can only imagine.
Westerners viewing a Peking opera production for the first time will not be
familiar with the conventions that govern it. However, with a basic knowledge of these
aspects, one can understand, enjoy, and appreciate the complexities that make Peking
opera unique. Because Peking opera is a traditional art form, many Chinese know the
common practices and what they stand for, because they were taught them as children
and they will then, in turn, teach their children. As foreigners, we do not have this
opportunity. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to investigate the commonalities and
divergences between Western opera and Peking opera and between Western opera and
model opera, a later development of Peking opera. With these common and contrasting
factors in mind. Westerners will then be better equipped to understand and appreciate
these operatic traditions, which are central to Chinese culture.
Xiafeng Pan’s book, The Stagecraft ofPeking Opera, is a wonderful resource for
learning about the stylizations of Peking opera. The author goes into great detail about
baseline knowledge such as role types, costuming, and makeup. He also takes time to go
through the extensive history of Peking opera, the fundamentals of actor training, prop
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symbolization, and pantomiming. This book provides a valuable and concise introduction
to the many nuances of stagecraft.
Chinese social and political culture has made a great impact on Peking opera and
vice versa. In the course of these developments, the audiences, stages, acting styles, and
storylines have changed. These changes resulted from changes in Chinese society. They
were also brought about by changing tastes of the audience. During times of peace,
audiences wanted to see historical operas with themes ranging from war to mythical
plots.* During times of political change(such as the Cultural Revolution), audiences
wanted to see operas that emphasized the ideals of their leader. They wanted to feel that
they participated in his decisions by seeing what the leader was thinking. To appreciate
Peking opera, it is important to know something about these developments and to
understand what has changed throughout the years in order to produce Peking opera as it
exists today
Costuming, make up, props, and acting styles also changed. Most of these
changes were gradual, and they did not all happen at the same time. Most aspects of
Peking opera are so grounded in tradition that many Chinese would call it blasphemy if
they were changed. However, during times of political and social change, aspects such as
costuming, make up, and acting styles were altered to appear like everyday life. This call
for “unstylization” was a move to deemphasize the distinction between the audience and
the actors. This allowed audiences to relate to the productions better, because the events
on stage could actually happen in real life.^
These sociological and political perspectives are investigated in several important
recent books, including: Joshua Goldstein’s Drama Kings: Players and Publics in the Re-
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small books, called huapu, written by critics during this period. These resources, which
have not been widely used by previous scholars, give the reader first-hand information
about the culture and politics of that time.
In Peking Opera and Politics in Taiwan, Nancy Guy has studied the statepatronage “national opera” form of Peking opera from the Taiwanese perspective. Guy
argues that politics dictate taste. According to her, Peking opera flourished in China
under Japanese rule because it represented something traditional to the Chinese people.
However, once the threat of a foreign presence was gone, the popularity of this art form
waned. When the Chinese National Party (1919-present), also known as the Kuomintang,
came

into power, it began to control and artificially support Peking opera. Because of its

control over the repertoire and its attempts to ban Communist-influenced operas, the
Taiwanese people began to shy away from this art form. However once the ban was
lifted, the people, in a nationalistic fervor, demanded more Peking opera. Guy argues that
the naming of Peking opera as the “national opera” of China undermines the wealth of
historical and traditional Taiwanese art forms. Therefore, Peking opera will suffer in
Taiwan until there are performers who can recreate it, and thereby allow it to become an
important part of Taiwanese social culture.
Finally, another important study is Zuguang Wu’s Peking Opera and Mei
Lanfang. Wu introduces the readers to the main facets of Peking opera and also gives an
in-depth look into Mei Lanfang, a famous actor/singer who was instrumental in making
Peking opera available and popularizing it outside of China. Wu discusses Lanfang’s
multi-generational family involvement in Peking opera, and he describes how Lanfang
helped to make Peking opera the national art form that it is today
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have fit (or have been necessary) on the older stages of the traditional operas. A study of
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Chapter 2: Historical Background
Chinese theater and opera have existed since the early Medieval period, however,
“Peking opera” has its origins in the late eighteenth century, around 1790.^ The
production of opera in the emperor’s court in Peking and the acceptance of this art form
occurred during this year. The evolution of Peking opera, including its precursors, can be
organized into the following stages or periods: culmination of Chinese regional theater
(700s-1300s), personal operas (1368-1640s), operas produced in tea houses (1640s1900s), operas produced in temple fairs (1800s-1900s), new dramas produced in
playhouses (1900s-1921), Republic of China operas(1911-1949), model operas of the
People’s Republic of China(1949-1970s), and a mixture of model opera and traditional
Peking opera productions (1970s-present). Throughout these stages, there were many
changes in venues where performances took place, the nature of the cast, and the subject
matter of the opera, and the intended audience.
It would not do Chinese opera history justice without looking into its first stages:
the many regional practices, customs, and types of entertainment that came together and
made an opera style that became famous. In China, there are many regions and provinces
(as seen in Illustration 1); and, like the regions of any large country, each region had its
own entertainment. The unique aspect about Chinese opera(and what would later be
known as Peking opera) was its ability to fuse many entertainment styles into one style
that many regions would love. There were over 300 regional theater styles that influenced
the development of Chinese opera.^ However, I will only focus on the four whose
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model operas of the Cultural Revolution (which will be discussed in-depth later) for
realism. All of these different regional elements came together to make an art form that
incorporated dance, music, acting, and martial arts, and which many could enjoy for
years to come.
The second
stage of Chinese opera began in the late years of the Ming Dynasty
)During this time, people paid to have “personal operas performed for
events such as birthdays,

anniversaries,and many other large social gatherings. These

performances found at personal

parties were called tanghui.^ The performers of these

operas were often street performers, and thus these operas were closely related to acts
that could be found in public places. The tanghui did not use many mstruments

5iets.

Tanghui were unique because the theatrical company would specifically ^ater to
the event at which they were called to perform.''' This meant that peop^^

which opera was to be performed. The plot lines of the tanghui were very traditional;
they were mostly legends and tales of past dynasties. The music used traditional Chinese
instalments; and, although the orchestra was much smaller than what would be used later,
the music illustrated what was happening on stage. The music swelled in intensity during
times of emotional confusion and calmed to almost no sound at all except light
instrumentation during scenes of peace. Traditional Chinese instruments used during all
eras of Chinese opera (until the model operas in the 1960s) included: percussion
instruments, e.g., gongs, drums, and wood clappers; fiddles, e.g.Jinghu and erhu
(Illustration 15); and plucked stringed instruments, e.g., yueqin (Illustration 18), pipa
(Illustration 19), and sanxian (Illustration 17). These instruments were used in all
traditional Chinese music and audiences expected them to play during all types of
entertainment.‘' The audience had the choice of watching what was happening on stage
or visiting with their friends. This practice would continue through the 19^ century.
Women were not allowed to perform in tanghui. However, they were allowed to attend
these parties and watch the operas; this would change in the coming years.
According to Chengbei Xu,in the book Peking Opera, the tanghui were
extraordinary in that they employed actors from different acting troupes.'^ A troupe
comprised a group of actors that trained in a specialized type of opera. An example of an
acting troupe would be a group of 20 performers who specialized in acrobatics. They
would mostly perform operas with many war scenes. Prior to the Ming Dynasty, troupes
did not mix with other troupes. Troupes had to make sure that they made themselves
known by specializing in an important element of Chinese opera. Therefore, one troupe
might have many actors who were good at acrobatics while another might have actors
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being used for these performances with only one of each kind being used in the orchestra;
three or four stringed instruments, a couple wind instruments, and a couple of percussion
instruments. Because of its small size, the orchestra was not loud. It was considered
background music. During this time, women were not allowed to enter these tea houses to
16

watch performances nor were they allowed to take part in the performances.

During this third stage, there was an important event that brought about the use of
the term “Peking opera.” With the construction of tea houses came stability to the art
form. Because of the popularity of these performances in Peking, which was the original
17

Western spelling for Beijing, this distinct opera style was named after this great city.
During the 1790s, audiences in Peking’s tea houses heard xipi and erhuang, the two aria
styles, used for the first time together. This is a central characteristic of Peking opera and
one that marked the official beginning of its history. From 1790 to 1900, there were four
troupes that were very important to the development of this “newly” founded Peking
18

opera: Three Celebrations, Harmonious Spring, Four Delights, and Spring Stage.
Another monumental event took place during this period: the performance of
Peking opera for the celebration of Emperor Xianfeng’s 80* birthday in 1860.*^ Peking
opera was popular with the common people of China but not with the royalty. In fact,
Peking opera performers were looked upon with disfavor by the emperor’s family and
court. Therefore, this performance was significant because it was the first time that a
famous company had performed and been accepted at court. This began a tradition of
Peking opera being used as a court entertainment.
After a little over one hundred years in the tea houses, the opera began to move
once

again. During the 1800s, operas were regularly staged at large fairs held at temples,
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Because detrimental fires consumed many of the venues for Peking opera, acting troupes
began to settle down and stay at one venue for longer periods of time."^
During the next development of Peking opera(1900s-1921), tea houses were
transformed into theaters that resembled the stages of Western theaters. They were
.24

generally called “playhouses,

These playhouses had an elevated stage with concert

seating for the audience. The stage used many Western techniques such as colored
lighting, ventilation systems, and stage-to-audience acoustics. These techniques were
brought over to China from Japan in the early 1900s by Liang Qichao, a influential writer
who called for “new” things to happen in China’s theatrical scene.^^ The audience sat in
individual seats, which forced them to face forward, pay close attention to what was
happening on stage, and refrain from talking amongst themselves. Unlike the hustle and
bustle of the tea houses (which were a combination of a market, meeting hall, theater, and
brothel parlor), the playhouses were refined. The audience’s code of conduct was very
strict and included the following: no extra benches would be added to the existing
seating, ushers and tea servants must treat all patrons of all classes with equal respect,
children under the age of six were not allowed to attend performance in order to reduce
unnecessary noise, food was allowed only in the lounge during intermissions, and quiet
should be preserved at all times during the performances (except for the occasional light,
26

polite applause).

Along with these posted rule changes, there were also spatial rule changes. In the
traditional tea houses, class distinctions were emphasized by the seating arrangements.
The elite were seated in boxes along the sides, while the commoners were seated in the
“pond”(an open seating area with long tables and benches) on the bottom floor.^^ In the
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withdraw their support. According to Xu Banmei in Goldstein’s book, the demise of new
drama was caused by various factors. First, the new dramas were very expensive to
produce (because of the addition of lighting and realistic props), and many acting troupes
went into debt if sales did not go well. Second, there were not many playhouses and thus
acting troupes had limited resources. Moreover, when the political fervor waned, the new
dramas lost their appeal. New dramas were so focused on getting a political point across
that the plot line and musical accompaniment usually suffered. The lack of talent and
theatrical training was an additional challenge. Finally, the new dramas lacked a target
audience. The movement lacked a clear direction; they did not know whether to cultivate
32

the traditional Peking opera fans or appeal to a completely new audience.
Opera really settled down during the period of the Republic of China(19111949). During the 1930s, Shanghai was the cosmopolitan metropolis in cultural terms. It
was the city where everyone went to find the highest caliber of entertainment.^^ Some
theatrical companies began to perform in cities (such as Shanghai) and if they became
successful and well-respected, they would stay and perform several times throughout the
day several days a week. The operas’ plot lines began to move back to traditional
legends, myths, and religious texts of the temple fair operas. The music still used
traditional Chinese instruments.
These performances were staged in a xiyuanzU (opera courtyard).^"^ These
courtyards were not very large, but they allowed enough space for a stage and rows of
tables. The audience sat at long tables that were perpendicular to the stage. Thus, people
had to turn their heads to see what was happening on the stage. The set-up of the
courtyards allowed the audience to have something to drink and eat, visit with their
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that through this fund, they might be able to keep the tradition and cultural aspects of
Peking opera, and thus the new generation would be more educated and come to
appreciate their cultural heritage. During more recent years (i.e., after 1950), modem
operas were being performed all around the nation. These “modem operas” were deemed
so because of their everyday appearance and realistic qualities. Modem operas were
performed before the 1960s, but, there were not any large-scale productions until after
1960. Classic Peking opera repertoire was based on plots that re-enacted events of past
dynasties and most people enjoyed this. However, the newer generations called for more
realistic operas to which they could relate.*^* They wanted to see things from real life, and
thus they wanted new types of plots. They wanted to see peasants and working people as
the main characters rather than, for example, an emperor’s daughter who frolics in
flowers all day. This demand became so great that in 1963 the Ministry of Culture
required theatrical troupes to write new operas with modem themes."^” The younger
generations were pleased, because now they could relate more easily to the operas, and it
was not necessary to know about past cultural traditions.
During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), the performance of all traditional,
classic Peking operas was banned; in their place came revolutionary model operas."^^ The
changes made in these revolutionary model operas made them more realistic and brought
them “closer to home” for many in the audience. The stages were tmer to what would be
found in homes, workplaces, and fields of China. The costumes were clothes that one
could buy off of the street and makeup was done in a less ornate fashion. The movements
of the performers were more like movements that an everyday person would make dayto-day (no more flipping sleeves to dismiss people and women hiding their hands).
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costumes and the superb acting and singing skills, this art form will never die and fade
completely out of the hearts of Chinese people, young and old.
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Chapter 3:
Actor Training and Roles
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company.
Two main roles were taught in the old-style apprenticeship: the wen and wu
52

roles.

The wen role is the civilian role, which would focus mainly on singing style and

graceful gestures. The wu role is the military role, which would focus mainly on
acrobatics and martial arts. With this fundamental training, actors would be able to
portray many characters. They had to master the singing style of that character and
memorize the play. One problem with categorizing children according to their general
appearance, disposition, and voice is that these characteristics would change over the
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years, forcing actors to be recast and learn the new role from scratch.
A new style of training emerged during the early 1950s that made role and
character training more flexible. The old style taught each child only one role or style, but
in the new schools, actors learned the fundamentals of singing, dancing, acrobatics, and
martial skills. The new school did not use masters and child apprentices; it used full-time
teachers with a strict teaching schedule.^"^ These teachers devoted their lives to training
actors. Through a systematic schedule and small classes, students learned more about
singing and acting styles. Illustration 4 depicts a normal class found in a new-style
school. Most importantly, these students were able to perfect their skills at a faster rate
and with more efficiency than before. They were able to receive a solid basic training and
gain a broader range of singing and acting skills. Although these opera schools are not
very prevalent, according to Chengbei Xu in his book, Peking Opera, they are found in
many cities, including: “Shanghai, Tianjin, Shanxi, Hebei, Shandong, and Jiangsu.”
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There is also a Chinese Opera Institute in Beijing that is a higher learning institute
dedicated to training actors and
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mandates that the actor must psychologically prepare a “second self’ for the character.
Essentially, the actor must be the character but still be himself(i.e., keep his singing
style). However, this is not the modem equivalent of “becoming the character.” The actor
can not abandon his own personality and take on the mentality of the character.^^ Another
aspect of this step is for the actor to look into both his and the character’s personality
with the goal of strengthening the character’s qualities.^^ This will create an artistically
powerful character that audiences will enjoy.
Along with the singing and stylized movement training, actors must also learn
basic body movement skills. These can be organized into the following categories: yaotui
(waist and leg training), tanzi (somersaulting), and bazi(combat skills).^* This training
allows for better character portrayal and more realistic battle scenes. Yaotui training can
include teaching men to walk like women when playing dan (female)roles. Men were
even taught to walk like a woman with bound feet when the practice was widespread in
imperial times. Thus a dan character would assume a teetering gait with slightly erotic
hip movements. Because it was difficult to teach this special walk through words and
imitation, Wei Changsheng, a famous dan actor, invented a false, wooden foot that was
tied to the student actor’s leg to improve his walk. This proved very helpful to actors who
played dan roles. However, during the 1950s, this device was banned because it
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represented “feudalistic” ideals and was degrading to women.
Tanzi, or somersaulting, are stylized movements of leaping, springing,jumping,
and flying, which are very important in pantomime. Types of somersaults include: big
(long), small (short), and high (from the table to the ground).^^ Big somersaults cover a
long distance forward or to the side. Small somersaults allow the actor to end in the same
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rhythm and grace to the character’s movements. The following are the basic gestures that
must be mastered: hooking (gou), lifting (tiao), holding (cheng), propelling {chang),
plucking {bo), hoisting {yang), whisking {dan), hurling {shiiai), beating {da), and
wavering {dou).

After mastering these sleeve skills, an actor can transfer these skills

(with slight modifications for the personality differences between characters) to all highranking dan roles.
Once out of training, actors joined theatrical troupes, and either travel or settle
down in a theater. Before they are allowed to work in any theater (especially those found
in Beijing), an actor must register with a guild, or professional organization. The first
guild, called the Guild of the Pear Garden, dates back to the 1730s.^^ During the late Qing
dynasty, guilds were called ban, or group. This name was discarded once prostitutes
started calling themselves ban, because they would serenade their clients with arias from
famous Peking operas. After the founding of the Republic in 1912, all Peking opera
troupes came to be known as she, or associations. Actors today join a tuan, or a troupe.
This name was commonly used after the establishment of the People’s Republic of China
70

in 1949.

Many actors from one troupe were trained during the same period. This was
important to many Peking opera actors because their training style was universal. To
work with an actor from another generation meant having to interpret a new style.
Therefore, many Peking opera actors chose to perform plays with actors of the same
generation, because they better understood each other and had better cooperation on
71

Stage.
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play a woman, but he will likely be cast as a male warrior because of his stature and
limbemess.
Understanding the sub-categories of these traditional roles provides a better
understanding of Peking opera. The woman roles’ categories include: nan dan, qing yi,
hiia dan, cai dan, wu dan, and lao dan. Women’s roles are very important in Peking
operas because most legends involve a damsel in distress, a wife, or a child. During the
Qing Dynasty (1644-1911), men played women, because women were not allowed to
perform in or view operas. Men who play women are called nan dan. This practice has
considerably diminished since the 1930s because of the involvement of women in
performances.^^ Qing yi (Illustration 6)are good matrons, faithful wives, or daughters.
This category focuses heavily on singing and requires no martial arts or acrobatic skills.
When singing, the timbre is weak rather than robust and full sound. The hua dan
(Illustration 7) is the “flower dan^ who is a vivacious woman,frequently with a
questionable character. This actress must have superb acting skills because little emphasis
is placed on singing. The hua dan is very charming and can usually talk her way into or
out of anything. The cai dan is a detestable woman. Her acting skills must also be
outstanding, like those of the hua dan. The main difference between the two is that the
cai dan is very mischievous and full of energy. The wu dan (Illustration 8)is the military
woman. She must be highly skilled in acrobatics, skills that will be displayed during fight
and battle scenes. The lao dan (Illustration 9)is an old woman. Unlike other women,the
lao dan does not rely on heavy stage makeup and costuming. This is the most realistic of
the dan roles. She walks around with her head lowered, shoulders stooped, and with the
assistance of a cane or staff. This dan requires no acrobatic or martial arts training. Lao
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main sub-categories ofjing roles, of which the first is the principal painted-face, the main
character.

The second is the minor painted-face role, who is the accomplice or partner

to the main character. The third is the civilian painted-face role. This character does not
have any acrobatic or martial arts skills. The fourth and finaljing is the warrior. This
character is extensively trained in acrobatics and martial arts so that he is ready to take
part in any fight/battle scenes.
The fourth role found in Peking operas is the chou (Illustration 14), the clown.
This role is employed when comic relief is necessary. The chou can make light of many
situations through their zealous facial expressions. The chou's humorous actions are very
popular with the audience. A chou can be recognized by the white dab of paint on the
face. There are only two kinds of chou roles: civilian and warrior. The main difference
between the two is that the warrior has extensive martial arts and acrobatic training,
whereas the civilian does not.
Peking opera actors are trained to be conscious of every move they make and
every sound they produce. Through their training, they specialize in one type of
character. Once that type of character is mastered, the actor can take this training and
apply it to many related characters. In the new schools, actors and actresses have more
training in the basics, and thus they may have the opportunity to play different types of
characters.
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so
the opera, It is important to understand that, although the man is indeed spoken,the
speech used on stage has special cadences and rhythms that differentiate it from everyday
speech.*'^‘ Before leaving the stage, the actor leaves a couple of words unsaid or unsung.
With his body turned slightly towards the audience, the actor finishes his statement or
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song and walks off the stage, like a quick parting shot.
According to Zuguang Wu in his book,Peking Opera and Mei Lanfang (1981),
there are eight main types of singing and declamation used in Peking opera, which are
differentiated according to what they introduce and how the character uses them: 1) yin zi
(prologue).

During this declamation, the character gives a very broad synopsis of the

action of the opera, introduces a character that is about to enter, or explains the opera’s
next act; 2)ziio chang shi(poetry while seating). After the yin zi is proclaimed, the actor
sits down in a chair and recites four lines of poetry. This tradition’s origin is from the
Chinese novel, in which a few lines at the opening outline the work’s entire theme; 3)
tong ming(name announcement). This is done after the actor has finished reciting the
four lines of poetry; 4)ding chang bai. These are the first lines of the act, during which
the actor gives details about the character he is playing in order to provide the audience
with background information about the opera; 5) bei gong (aside). During moments of
dialogue or action a character may wish to reveal his emotions or a secret to the audience.
This is accomplished with the bei gong. If the character is on stage with two or three
other people, the aside is stated on one side of the stage away from the other characters so
they “cannot hear it.” If the character is alone, he relates his own emotions and affairs,
through spoken dialogue. This is one way that the audience can get an inside look on how
the action is affecting the character. There is also beigongchang, the singing aside. This
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serves the same purpose as the bei gong except it uses singing- The singing usually is
short and to the point, unlike an aria^*^; 6)jiao ban (call or signal tor music). Right before
an actor begins singing, he prolongs his last word, w hich alerts the orchestra that the next
musical selection is about to begin. Before ending the aria, the actor must again prolong
the last word or two so that the orchestra knows that the singing is t inished and that the
musicians can prepare to set their instruments down; 7) c/uing (singing). When emotions
are high, characters use singing to express their feelings. This usually happens during
sudden moments of anger, fear, grief, or ecstasy; 8) xia cluing dui dan (tinal couplets
stated before exiting the stage). These last four lines are stated alter the actor has finished
playing his part. They can conclude the act or scene in question. Again, the origin of this
practice is traced back to Chinese novels.
There is still much dialogue training that actors must complete in order to ensure
the excellence of their character portrayal. Because there is no otticial accompaniment
for dialogue(only occasional gong beats), an actor must remain conscious of the rhythm
of the dialogue. There must always be a song-like quality to it. Although timing and
stylization are very important, most of the training focuses on pronunciation. There is no
amplification on stage, and thus all words must be stated clearly and etfortlessly. An
actor must also master the methods of articulation, aspiration, and the technique of taking
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a breath while speaking (without causing a break in speech).
In addition to extensive singing and performing stylized movements, the actors
are also expected to dance. Peking opera dancing is defined by many scholars including
-.86

Grant Shen as “moving the body and feet to music in repeatable patterns,

Dancing is

usually done by one actor because group dancing is not a standard tealure on private
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troupes’ stages. All dances serve the plot line, reflecting the personality features of the
character, or allow the character to show its emotions. Audiences enjoy dancing in operas
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because there are two sides to dancing: feminine charms and masculine splendor.
Feminine charms can be found in the alluring way a concubine moves across the stage.
Masculinity can be found in the jing's intimidating war dance. As mentioned before.
group dances are not standard in Peking opera, because there are not enough suitable
plots or music for them. Although this was upsetting to some people because of the
popularity of group dances, audiences did not want to dilute the integrity of Peking opera
productions by adding them.
Once an actor is on stage, he commands the audience’s attention. Through his
declamation and gestures, he makes his purpose known and weaves his character into the
plot of the opera. An actor’s training, hard work, and dedication is demonstrated within
the first few moments on stage.
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together in the same opera is unique to Peking opera. They were presented together for
the first time in 1790 in Beijing; this is considered the beginning of Peking opera’s
official history.

Xipi and erhuang convey different moods. Xipi is lively, vigorous and

quick. It expresses happiness, anger, agitation, and excitement. Erhuang is gentle, steady.
and deep. It conveys deep thought, sorrow, melancholy, and subdued moods. Each of
these aria tunes can be sung at different tempos. The tempi are set by the ban, the
clappers.'^" Through the use of these two tunes, extreme emotions can be expressed
through song.
Although xipi and erhuang are the two most common aria tunes, there are a few
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Others used in Peking operas. The first is the bang zi, a gentle melody. The second is si
ping, an accompaniment to sentences of irregular lengths. The third is gao bo zU an
excited melody. The fourth is kunqu, a gentle aria used to express subtle feelings. The
final is chui qiang, a flute accompanied tune.
According to Xiafeng Pan,“In Peking opera, different musical pitches and
,94

melodies are performed by different types of characters,

The actors of different

training schools can make their own tonal variations.^^ The singing styles of actors are
based on the characters that they play. All singers use either their full voice, falsetto, or a
mixture of the two. According to tradition, the principal female characters use high
falsetto, younger male characters use lower falsetto, and other male characters use their
full voice. The range of most full-voiced male actors is comparative to that of the
Western tenor. Jing roles have a thunderous quality in their voice that is unlike any other
sound found on the stage.^^ The songs/arias that all characters sing are organized in a
traditional pattern: each verse is constructed in stanzas of four lines, which have the
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used during singing or qiipai but never during active scenes. The wuchang is used to
emphasize the clash of battle scenes through the percussive sounds of the percussion
instruments.
The wenchang has ten principle instruments: 1) Thejinghu (Illustration 15), first
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fiddle, is a two-stringed fiddle that is the main instrument in xipi and erhuang. Its main
purpose is to accompany singing. The sound of this fiddle is very shrill. 2)The erhu.
second fiddle, has a deeper and softer tone than that of the first fiddle because of its larger
sound box. The sound of this fiddle is deeper and softer than that of the first fiddle. 3)
The banhu (Illustration 16), a wood-faced fiddle, comes from clapper operas. It produces
a penetrating but less shrill sound than the first fiddle. 4)The sanxian (Illustration 17),
three-string banjo, is very close to the Western banjo and is played the same way,
plucked rather than bowed. It produces a shallow, twangy sound. 5)The yueqin
(Illustration 18), moon guitar, gets its name from its large, round wooden sound box. It
has four strings and frets on a short neck. It is plucked rather than bowed.6)The pipa
(Illustration 19), lute, is a four-string fretted instrument with a teardrop-shaped sound
box. It is unique in that it can be strummed or plucked.
The next instruments are still part of the wenchang but are wind instruments. 7)
The xiao (Illustration 20), vertical flute, is a five-holed instrument that is held like the
Western clarinet. It produces a deep, airy sound. 8)The dizi(Illustration 21), transverse
flute, is played like the Western flute, but it has eight to ten holes rather than keys. It has
a bright and lively sound. This instrument was used in the early singing accompanying
style, shuangshoudi. 9)The sheng (Illustration 22), reed organ, is a collection of bamboo
tubes in varying lengths fixed to a base. It resembles a pan flute. 10)The suona
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(Illustration 23), Chinese oboe, is a double-reed instrument with a large. Hared opening
like that of a horn. It produces the

powerful volume of a trumpet but with the sound

quality of bagpipes.
The wuchang,
or military section of the orchestra, is composed of only seven
percussion instruments:
1)The danpigu (Illustration 24), small or single drum, is the
leader of the orchestra; the other
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(Illustration 30), cloud gongs, which consists of ten little gongs, each half the size of the
small gong, which hang on a wooden frame. Each little gong is tuned to a different note
of the scale. This allows them to produce a clear, ringing melodic line. It is the only
instmment in the n uchani^ able to do this.
Because most actors sing most of the time, the wenchang orchestra does most of
the work. There is however an exception to this. The clwu is a lively character that
usually makes fun and light of the situation at hand. To accentuate the playfulness of this
character, a castanet may be used for his accompaniment. This adds an amusing touch of
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instmmental color to the performance.

The wuchang section is very important because it keeps the orchestra in time with
the actions on stage. The conductor is responsible for maintaining coordination between
the stage and the orchestra. Unlike Western opera productions, there is not a separate
person waving beat patterns for the whole orchestra to see. Rather, there is a man playing
the ban, wooden clappers, and the danpigu, small drum; this indicates to the other
musicians which aria or song is coming up next and tells the actors that the orchestra is
ready whenever they prepare to sing an aria. The “conductor” is called the dagulao or the
“drum master.
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The development of a guide to drum and gong rhythms was an important event in
the history of Peking opera. With the incorporation of many different regional opera
styles came many different percussion “tunes.” There are fifty to sixty different variations
of rhythms used on stage. These rhythms subdivide further based on the plot of the opera
or the school/style of the actor. The guide to drum and gong rhythms is called luogujing.
It is the result of many generations of musicians creating different rhythms for different
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Chapter 6: Costuming and Makeup
Costuming and makeup are very important in Peking opera. There is not one part
of a costume or stroke of paint on a face that is not stylized according to tradition. Colin
Mackerras states that, “In order to compensate for the simplicity of the stage, costuming
iind makeup were very elaborate,
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A detailed discussion of the costuming and makeup

for each character type will clarify their function in Peking opera.
In Peking opera, all apparel is designed according to very strict convention. The
costumes of Peking opera are objects d'art. They are mostly based on the clothing from
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the Ming dynasty (1368-1644).

According to A. C. Scott in his article, “The

Performance of Classical Theater”,“each role has its own designated style of garments.
headdresses, and makeup, which defines social status, occupation, and circumstance at a
glance.
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Theatrical costuming has many different looks and styles. Costumes can

easily show the character’s rank and occupation through the choice of material and which
articles of clothing are included (i.e., a robe, coat, or plain clothes). Because costumes are
specific to the character, based on their personality and rank, weather does not affect
costuming. For example, if it is snowy and cold in the opera scene, a character would
make this known through their actions and movements. The audience would infer the
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weather through actions rather than through the character’s clothing.
A character’s costume may show if a character is good or evil or loyal or wicked.
This may be accomplished through colors (colors have specific meanings in the Chinese
theater) or through symbols found on their costume. An example is the tiger’s head which
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(Illustration 34). Other government officials wear ceremonial robes that are lined, called a
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xue. They may also wear an official robe called an W.

The third category of costumes is for scholars and soldiers. In the Chinese social
ranking, these characters are found below government workers but above workers or
peasants. A scholar wears a black official robe like the civil servant’s robe.
The fourth category is the soldier’s suit of armor known as a kao.
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This costume

is usually brightly colored, and tight-fitting. The costumes are made differently for men
(Illustration 35) and women (Illustration 36). Because of the acrobatic demands required
for soldiers, these costumes are made so they can move freely while doing flips and
somersaults. Although soldiers usually have weapons, there is not a place on the costume
for these weapons to be stored.
The final category is costumes for commoners.
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These costumes are usually

made of rough, dull-colored fabric. Commoners’ clothing, in general, is called laodouyi.
They may wear black-cuffed jackets called chayi and coats called xizi (Illustration 37).
Another type of coat is a garment made with patches of different fabric, like that of a
quilt (Illustration 38). Clothes of workers are usually made of one piece of cloth without a
lining. Convicts’ robes are usually made of the same rough material.
Makeup in Peking opera is stylized in color and pattern. Together these elements
symbolize detailed characteristics of specific roles. Knowing what the makeup represents
gives the audience an in-depth look into the character’s personality. The various styles of
makeup were created by generations of dramatic artists.
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Once a character’s makeup

has been set, actors cannot make dramatic changes to it, as shown in the changes in the
jing's makeup in Illustration 39 and 40. This ensures that tradition will be observed
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(1279-1368). During this time, actors took off their masks and began to draw colorful
patterns on their faces. This allowed them to satisfy performance requirements such as
showing emotions, which was very limited when their faces were hidden behind masks.
Only characters who were crafty or fierce had their faces painted; good-natured
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characters did not decorate their faces.

The final form was from the lianpu (painted

face, or literally ‘face pattern’) of the Ming(1368-1644) and Qing(1644-1912)
dynasties. During these years, painted face characters were joined on stage by characters
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who wore masks and who portrayed gods.
In the beginning stages of face painting, the designs were very limited. Only the
character’s most distinctive features were exaggerated. This included the following
features: thick eyebrows, large eyes, upturned noses, and wide mouths. During the late
18^^ and early 19^*^ century, Peking opera face painting quickly developed: colors were
richer and more diversified, distinctions between the roles and characters were sharper,
and new faces were created for historical and legendary figures. Colors and patterns, used
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to symbolize human nature, developed extensively.
In early face painting tradition, the only colors used were red, white, and black.
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Since the Ming dynasty, there are over 13 colors extensively used.

When viewing a

Peking opera, it is important to have a rudimentary knowledge of these colors and their
meaning so that one may know more about the character. Red is the color of loyalty and
courage, and, purple is the color of wisdom, bravery, and steadfastness. Black means
loyalty and integrity. Watery white means cruelty and treachery, and, oily white
represents an inflated, domineering person. Blue is the color of valor and resolution, and
green is the color of chivalry. Yellow is the color of brutality. Dark red is a loyal, time-
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Along with makeup, many sheng, chon, and jing roles also wear beards, called
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rcmkoii or koumicm.

These beards are an exaggerated version of the real thing. They are

longer, bigger, and can be dyed unnatural colors, such as black, gray, white, or red. These
colors are chosen based on the character’s age and personality. Today, beards can be
made of plastic, human hair, or rhino tail. The hairs are strung from a piece of wire that
hangs right below the chin and hooks behind the ears. There are three main types of
beards: three-tufted beards {scm), full beards {man), and whiskers {zha). Jing roles, in
particular, might also include an artificial mustache colored either black or red. The
moustache’s hairs are attached to the beard wire. Depending on the style of beard, the
audience may not be able to see the character’s mouth. This does effect the singing
quality of the actor. Because Jing roles are known for their loud, resonant voices, the
moustache and beard can not interfere with their singing.
Because Peking opera characters do not show or tell everything about their
character, it is important for the audience to have a surface knowledge of what their
costuming and makeup represent. Tradition mandates that everything not be told because
the audience of decades ago knew this information. Having a rudimentary knowledge
will help a Western audience to better appreciate and understand a Peking opera viewed
today.
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Chapter?: Props and Pantomiming
Peking opera productions
rely heavily on stage props to convey larger-than-life
scenes. There are several

everyday items that

can be used to represent objects that cannot

ht on the small stages, such
Peking

as boats, horses. high platforms, and doors. Because most
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histead, they used
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usually shorter in stature. Paddles are most commonly used to denote a boat in the water.
as seen in Illustration 41. Actors must keep the paddle at the same height unless they
want to show that they are going into deeper water or coming into shallower water near
the shore. A proficient actor will also be able to show the audience what type of water
their boat is in, whether it is choppy or smooth water. The audience will be able to see
these things through the movement of the paddle.
Umbrellas are used as props, but not often, because there is a bad omen connected
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to the Chinese word for umbrella, san.

It is a homophone with the word for “breaking

up.” Umbrellas are usually used as movable awnings that protect characters from rain or
sunshine. The audience will infer the weather condition from how the umbrella is used.
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Another prop, weaponry, is closely modeled on ancient designs,

Weapons are

made differently for men and women to compensate for the size difference; women’s
weapons are usually shorter and narrower. Because soldiers in Peking operas show
fighting through highly stylized acrobatics, the actors must train with their weapons to
ensure smooth fight scenes. The types of weapons include: broadsword, spear, rapier,
halberd, ax, hatchet, hooked sword, fork, trident, cudgel, lance, staff, crutch, chained
hammers, bamboo-shaped mace,four-edged mace, hammers, and claw hatchet. Of all of
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these weapons, the most important and frequently used is the broadsword,

During a

battle scene, other props include shields(made of wood)and flags (used for generals
when they are in battle).
The final personal prop is writing materials, which may be found during school
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scenes, court scenes, and royal hall scenes.

Writing materials include a writing brush,

ink-slab, imitation ink stick, and gavel (which might be used by a magistrate). These
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matenals are usually found on a tray that will either be placed on a table or held by an
attendant or government worker.
Along with personal
props, there are also props that arc placed on stage to
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door. To depict a door, only a chair is used. If the chair is facing forward on stage, it
depicts a cave. If it is slanted, it depicts the door of a jail.
The final stage prop is curtains, of which there are two main types: major and
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minor.

Major curtains draped over the table can represent something large, such as a

general’s tent on the battlefield. To show that a large amount of time has passed, a major
curtain is raised and lowered in the front of the stage. Unlike in Western operas, there is
no stage change when this happens. A minor curtain can be placed on the chairs or table
and represent something, small such as a personal altar.
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Peking opera also showed its ingenuity by using people as props.

Because the

size of the stage is limited, there is not enough space for the number of men necessary to
depict an army. Therefore, four or five men can represent an army of hundreds; the exact
number would be indicated in the dialogue and singing. This technique is also used
during battle scenes. During many wii (military) style operas, battles can take place over
vast tracts of land. This can be indicated by the dialogue or through a walking scheme.
such as having the soldiers walk in a circle to indicate a long march. Whereas, in Western
opera, this scene change would be made by closing the front curtain so that stagehands
could change the backdrop.
The audience’s knowledge and imagination keeps the action alive on Peking
opera stages. Although the stage is small, props and pantomiming can expand a stage to
encompass all of China and even the world. This is an aspect of Peking opera that makes
it endearing to the people of China.
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these subjects were rejected. The new operas were not about love or beauty because it
was thought that these themes were just another way for the ruling class to exploit lower
classes (the rich looking down on the poor because their concept and experience of
beauty was different).

Mao believed that “revolutionary art must serve the interests of

the revolutionary classes.”

Therefore, the operas should be based on the experiences of

the masses and how they are able to overcome obstacles. It was also thought that operas
should attack the property-owning classes, and that they should not be the heroes of the
operas. These socialist operas were not supposed to serve or benefit the upper classes nor
allow them to show “dominance” over the workers. Although many of these ideas may
seem radical to us today, the workers, peasants, and soldiers loved the new model
revolutionary operas, because they wanted to know Mao Zedong’s thoughts and learn
what was best for their country (according to him).
In order to comply with these ideals, traditional Peking operas were banned.
Before 1964, traditional theater had been used for entertainment and dissemination of
traditional ideas. Peking operas were allowed to be shown everywhere as long as they did
not have any unhealthy elements (anything that went against the rulers at the time)in
them. Once the Cultural Revolution began, “neither classical themes nor any traditional
operas were permitted.”

But this was not because Mao had a true distaste for

everything traditional. In fact, Mao liked and enjoyed traditional operas; the major
conflict was between the plots of traditional operas and Maoist thinking,148 Traditional
storylines upheld the rich and powerful, while Maoist ideals treasured the working class
and the masses. Therefore, traditional themes were
skills of traditional operas and some of the music

eliminated. However, the basic acting

were preserved in the model operas.
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On the Docks is another traditional Peking opera that was revised.

In this opera.

workers are busy on the docks preparing rice seeds and fiberglass to be shipped to Africa
in order to help Africa with its imports. A storm is brewing so orders are sent that the
seeds should be loaded and shipped quickly. This is quickly met with opposition from the
traffic control man. He tries to delay the shipping of the seeds but is soon caught and
taken away for plotting against orders from the government. In the new revised version.
the central theme is internationalism. It was highly stressed that the African countries to
which the products were being shipped would not survive without the help of the exports
from China. Therefore, China was viewed as big and powerful because of its efforts to
help other countries, like those in Africa, gain independence from colonial power.
The final traditional opera is Ode to Dragon River, a sister play to On the
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Docks.

In this opera, a decision has been made by the party secretary of a small town

to build a dam, which would put her own town in danger of draught, because building the
dam would divert water to a very large draught-stricken area that was nearby. The key
conflict in this opera is whether “to cater to the” needs of “one’s own small collective or
cater to those of a much larger one.
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In the end, the decision was made for the greater

good (i.e., the much larger province getting the water through the building of the dam).
The central theme of this opera demonstrated what selfishness (according to Maoist
thoughts) truly is. Selfishness is not only when there is personal profit over collective
profit, but also, when a smaller collective’s profits are put over those of a larger
collective’s profit. In terms of how this was applied to China at the time, every decision
that was made should be made to serve the masses. This means that even if a policy
harmed the upper classes, it should be implemented if it helped the lower classes.
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were sometimes centuries old and used different dialects in the libretti and different styles
of music. Beginning in 1970, there was a call for “experimental adaptation” of the model
operas to the regional styles. This allowed many people from all around China to hear the
model operas in a style that they were used to hearing. In 1972, a meeting was held that
encouraged the revival of local opera; during this same year, many of the local styles
came back to life, and by 1973 about 100 styles could be found. The growth and
development of these styles would continue throughout the end of the Cultural
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Revolution and on to today.

Amateur troupes carried their temporary stages with them and set them up in open
159

spaces,

They only stayed for a short time (sometimes not more than a week)and

performed the model operas using the dialect of the province that they were in. The
Cultural Revolution took people that were usually looked down upon (the amateur
troupe) and elevated them to a place of distinction that was above and beyond that of the
professional troupes. This was a great turning point in the development of Peking opera
and model operas because it showed the masses that, if they trained, they too had the
opportunity to be a part of this cultural theater that many loved so much. Another
important thing these amateur troupes did was train more amateurs; this kept the amateur
troupes growing and allowed for more people to experience the model operas.
The government used additional techniques to spread the new revolutionary
operas (operas that contained Maoist ideas and propaganda) other than encouraging
amateur troupes. The second method was through sending professional troupes to the
160

countryside.

Mao believed that the professionals should not just stay in the city; rather,

they should also go to the countryside where the most valuable people were and take their
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professional troupes could now take operas to the masses in villages and factories without
boring them.
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Party member), allow Li to light the red lantern (another confirmation of his involvement
with the Communist Party), and hand Li the secret code (depicted in Illustration 42), It is
now up to Li to see that the secret code is delivered to the guerrillas in the north. He tries
to meet with another Party member, but the Japanese soldiers keep getting in his way.
Hatoyama, the chief of the Japanese military police, is very dismayed that the
Japanese soldiers cannot find the wounded Communist liaison. He orders Wang to be
brought in for questioning. Because Wang will not divulge who his accomplice was (to
help the liaison escape), Hatoyama sends Wang away for torture in order to get the
information out of him. Wang quickly tells them that it was in fact Li who helped him
that night.
Back at the Li household, the Japanese soldiers begin using trickery to try to catch
the Lis and extract the secret code. One soldier, dressed as a peddler, imitates a liaison.
Granny Li sees through his ruse and sends him away. T’ieh-Mei is surprised at Granny
Li’s quick thinking. The action quickly escalates as Hatoyama tracks down Li at home
and invites him over for wine in honor of Hatoyama’s birthday. Li understands the
gravity of the situation and bids farewell to his family. Granny Li insists that Li drink
some wine at home before he leaves. This is an endearing look at the love that they share.
Li is brave and does not falter or sway in the face of adversary. He goes to Hatoyama and
does not reveal anything about the secret code. Even when faced with torture and harm to
his family, he does not budge. He knows that the Communist Party is more important
than anything that the Japanese soldiers can do.
At the Li household. Granny Li tells T’ieh-Mei about herself and Li. They are, in
fact, not related at all. During an altercation earlier in Granny Li’s lifetime, the Japanese
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Back at home, T'ieh-Mei is disheartened. She is all alone in this fight, but she
does not give up. She quickly polishes the red lantern, places it in her peddler’s basket
and prepares to start the trek north to deliver the secret code. Before she leaves, her
neighbors (also members of the Communist Party) give her new clothes to wear so that
the Japanese soldiers will not recognize her. The young neighbor girl puts on T’ieh-Mei’s
scarf and heads out the front door (to distract the soldiers) while T’ieh-Mei heads out a
back entrance. Once Hatoyama finds out that the soldiers have been following the wrong
person, he orders for soldiers to be placed on the road to the north to stop her. However,
this order comes too late. T’ieh-Mei has made it safely to the guerrillas in the north and
delivered the secret code. She has faced adversary, but her loyalty to the Communist
Party has given her the strength and determination to overcome it.
HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The Red Lantern (1964) was the first work to be adapted as a model opera in
166

(although it was not officially labeled a model opera until 1967).

The opera was based

on the 1963 film Others will Follow Us. Audiences accepted and enjoyed The Red
Lantern because of its newness. They enjoyed the wartime setting, because it removed
167

them from their everyday contexts.

The Red Lantern takes place during the War of

Resistance against Japan or the Anti-Japanese War.
Because of the muddled historical data collected and disseminated during and
immediately after the Cultural Revolution, facts have been twisted in order to keep public
relations with Japan friendly and the strength of China’s people intact. One of the main
reasons for this war was Japan’s invasion of China for imperialistic reasons.168 The
Chinese people felt infringed upon and were made to serve the Japanese. The Communist
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promote the Party, and to eliminate the enemy. Many characters in The Red Lantern
faced imminent danger, yet they knew they were doing the right thing by ignoring it and
moving forward with their mission.
The role of women in The Red Lantern is a great example of Mao’s initiative to
use everyone in the working class to promote and preserve China. Before the People’s
Republic of China was founded in 1949, women were usually housewives and mothers
who did nothing but stay at home and care for their husband and children. But in The Red
Lantern, women do so much more than that. According to Rosemary Roberts, they are
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guerrilla fighters, stall owners, and underground resistance collaborators.

Although

they had this elevated status, they continued their household duties, and respected and
served the positive men in their lives. Women also have a higher awareness of what is
happening in the outside world. They are on the “inside” of events in the war against the
Japanese and want to help as much as possible. This is shown through Granny Li’s
questioning of Li about the secret codes.

Li was not surprised by the question and

readily answered it. With this new information. Granny Li was now better equipped to
help the Communist Party if something dire should happen to Li.
MUSIC
The music of The Red Lantern is typical of that found in model operas. The
orchestra is larger than that of a typical Peking opera orchestra. It had 17-25 instruments
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(both Western and traditional Chinese) instead of the usual 15 instruments.

Both sets of

instruments can readily be heard. The distinct wood clappers are heard even over the
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dense sound of strings and the bagpipe-quality of the siiona.

In one particular scene showing the Communist Party’s bravery against the
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Chapter 10 Comparison to Western Opera
Although there are cultural differences and geographic distance between China’s
model operas and Europe’s western operas, there nevertheless are many similarities
between these two types of opera. Their histories are very different(western opera has
existed for four centuries but model operas only began about fifty years ago), and it is
important to understand how they are different because of this.
The theaters that house productions of western and model operas are mostly the
same. The stage is a raised platform in front of concert-style seating. In many opera
houses today, there are two to three floors of seating, depending on their size. The
concert-style seating allows people sitting anywhere in the auditorium to see the action
on stage without any obstructions. The stages of western operas and model operas are
also the same in terms of audience and actor interaction. The proscenium stages are built
to enforce the illusion that the stage and the audience are wholly separated.

Although

the performances reflect things that can happen in real life, the audience is fully aware of
their separation from the stage action.
The themes of western operas and model operas are mostly similar, including:
wars, historical events, and major rulers (kings and emperors). There are two main
176

exceptions to this: western operas contain unrequited love and supernatural characters.
Most women in western operas are distraught because of problems with their romantic
relationships. Model operas (or traditional Peking operas) never dealt with love as the
main plot. There may be a love interest that appears fleetingly during the opera, but it
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disappears as quickly as it appears. In model operas. love between characters is not
expressed, because Mao always

stressed that the love of one's country should always
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The stage set up in western opera is a lot more complicated than in model operas.
Western operas can have five to six scene changes. A scene change may include
backdrops (a canvas painted with key elements of the scene including furniture), prop
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changes, and changes ot the entire set.

During scene changes, the curtain is lowered

and stagehands change the scene behind the curtain. In model operas, backdrops are
usually painted landscapes. This allows the backdrop to be used for many different scenes
because it is not specific to one building or even country.
The costumes and make up of western and model operas are contemporary for the
period in which the action of the opera takes place. However, make up used among
model opera actors, especially, has changed a lot from what it used to be. There is no
more over-exaggerated make up so that it may clearly be seen from the stage. Actors and
actresses wear make up that they would wear on normal occasions any day of the week.
Dancing is found in both western and model operas. In both types of opera, the
emphasis of dancing is very minimal. In model operas, dancing is defined as moving the
181

body and feet to music in repeatable patterns,

This type of movement is a nod back to

the stylized movements found in traditional Peking opera. Dances are usually found
during times of great emotional expression and are accompanied with song. The type of
dancing found in western operas would most likely be old-style dances, such as the waltz
These dances may be done with a couple or a group of dancers. They are accompanied by
the full orchestra. Throughout the history of nineteenth century western opera the
presence of dance changed. For example, in Italy dancing was not found on stage very
often. However, in French operas, it was not uncommon

to have dance scenes in many of

the acts.
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added their own ornaments to the aria to show off their vocal agility. This was the mark
of fame for some opera singers. However beginning in 1823, composers began to write in
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the ornaments that they wanted and the singers could not add ornamentations anymore.
This is because of the lack of control on the composer’s part. He could never be sure
what the performer was going to do. The same is true for model operas. All of the

melismatic passages are written in the music and the actor must sing them as written. The
only thing that a singer may change is the length of the note. The shortening of long high
notes for ease of singing is permitted.
In the 1
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century, many western operas contained pieces for choir,

At the end

of a triumphant opera, the choir might sing the hero’s praises. In model operas, there are
no choral numbers. At most, characters may sing a duet. It was thought that choral
singing would interfere with the flow of the storyline. Even when producing model
operas, composers did not employ choral singing. They considered what would be best of
the storyline and choral singing did not fit in.
Both western and model operas use preexisting melodies as well as newly
composed music. This was not a form of plagiarism until the end of the 19^^ century.
187

Model opera composers did the same.

They borrowed melodies from traditional Peking

operas and varied them slightly. They also composed new pieces to add to the repertoire
of the orchestra.
Musicians of both western operas and model operas are selected and usually stay
at a certain venue. In places such as the Metropolitan Opera, the orchestra is selected
through strenuous auditions. Once they are engaged at this venue, they learn the music
for the different productions that will take place there. It is the same for Chinese
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orchestras at places such as the Beijing National Centre lor the Pertbrniing Arts. Since
1949, the government has appropriated lunds to make sure that these venues have the
best musicians that they can hire.

Once these musicians are hired, they leam the music

for the productions that they will take part in. Because ol the enormous amount of
traditional music that they leam before they audition, they already know most of the
repertoire.
The number of musicians can vary depending on the size of the production. Many
western opera orchestras are very large with up to one hundred players. Model opera
orchestras usually have between seventeen and twenty-f ive musicians. This was more
I

than the fifteen that were usually found in traditional Peking operas.
The orchestra’s role in western and model operas is the same: to accompany the
190

singing and punctuate the action on stage,

In traditional Peking operas, the actor would

prolong the last word of his statement before starting his aria. The orchestra would sense
this and be ready to play along with him. In model operas, the orchestra gives a prelude
or overture to introduce the melody and mood of the aria to come. This is typical in
western operas also. Before the aria begins, the orchestra may start playing during the last
few words of the dialogue before. The singer will then come in at the correct time to
begin the aria. Along with punctuating the action on stage, the orchestra also sets the
mood of the scene. In model operas, if the next scene is to be sad or dreary, the overture
will be somber(most likely using the erhuan^ aria melody). In western operas, the
feelings of the characters can be shown through the orchestration. Characters cannot
always express how they feel through the words in the aria or dialogue; it is the job of tlie
orchestrate show their true inner feelings. For example, if a character is upset, the
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orchestration will be frenzied. Western orchestras also imitate vocal timbres when not
accompanying a singer by using clear melodies in prominent instruments.
The orchestra, both western and model, also uses realistic effects. Western operas
use motifs (recurring elements that have symbolic significance to the storyline) to
describe characters. Wagner, a German composer, was among the first composers to use
this technique. Model operas use motifs by giving the heroes different motifs based on
their emotional state. According to Barbara Mittler, “Negative characters,” however.
.,191

“have the same monotonous motif.

Another realistic effect that model operas

borrowed from western operas was intervallic relationships. In western music, a
descending minor second is the “sigh motif.” Model opera also use the “sigh motif’
during tragic situations.
It is amazing to see just how similar western operas and model operas are.
Because both operas have been presented internationally, they have touched the lives of
people from all over the world. Because each opera is unique, this comparison and
contrast allows a better appreciation of each of them separately and together. Now when
someone views a model opera, they can appreciate the evolution from traditional Peking
opera to revolutionary model opera and the influence that western opera and music has
had on the latter.
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